
August 22, 2013
GDP 13-1035

Attention: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP)
Docket No. 70-7001, Certificate No. GDP-1
Reply to Inspection Report 70-7001/2013-003: Notice of Violations (NOV) 2013-003-01

A Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) letter dated July 24, 2013, transmitted the subject
Inspection Report that included one Severity Level IV violation as follows:

Violation 2013-003-01 cited USEC for the failure of an operator to ensure that a cylinder was
new or washed prior to connecting it to the C-315 jet station resulting in a release of uranium
hexafluoride to the environment.

The United States Enrichment Corporation's (USEC's) reply to NOV 2013-003-01 is provided in
Enclosure 1. Enclosure 2 contains a list of new commitments made in this reply.

If you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Vernon Shanks at (270) 441-
6039.

Sincerely,

Michael A. Buckner
(Acting) General Manager
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

DCS:mcl

Enclosures: As Stated

cc: NRC Regional Administrator, Region II
NRC Senior Resident Inspector, PGDP

United States Enrichment Corporation
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

P.O. Box 1410, Paducah, KY 42002
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UNITED STATES ENRICHMENT CORPORATION (USEC)
REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION (NOV) 70-7001/2013-003-01

Restatement of Violation

"Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) 76.87(a) requires, in part, that the
Corporation establish technical safety requirements.

Technical Safety Requirement 3.9.1 requires, in part, that approved written procedures
be implemented for activities described in Safety Analysis (SAR) Report
Section 6.11.4.1, and listed in Appendix A to the SAR.

Appendix A of SAR Section 6.11 describes "uranium hexafluoride (UF6) cylinder
handling" as an activity for which procedures shall be implemented.

Step 8.11.3 of Procedure CP4-CO-CN2012, "Operation of the Surge and Tails System,"
requires that the operator ensure that the cylinder is new or washed prior to being
connected to the Building C-3 15 jet station.

Contrary to the above, on June 28, 2013, an operator connected a cylinder that was not
new, or washed, to the Building C-315 jet station resulting in a release of UF6 to the
environment.

This is a Severity Level (SL) IV Violation (NRC Enforcement Policy, Section 6.2.d.2).

USEC Response

I. Reason for the Violation

The reason for the UF6 release from the building C-315 Jet Station on June 28, 2013, was the
operator failed to follow the procedure to ensure the cylinder to be connected to the jet station
contained only material type 097; that is, a new/washed USEC owned cylinder.

Procedure CP4-CO-CN2012, "OPERATION OF THE C-315 SURGE AND TAILS SYSTEM,"
step 8.11.3 states, "Ensure cylinder is Material Type 97 (NEW/WASHED USEC OWNED
CONTAINERS)." The Operator looked at the top Nuclear Material Transfer form (TR29482)
and noted that the cylinders were assigned material type 097; that is, were new/washed cylinders
containing no UF6. He then placed a check next to step 8.11.3 indicating that the step was
complete; however, he failed to look at the second transfer form which included two cylinders
assigned material type 002; that is, contained toll normal UF6.
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Background:

The C-315 tails withdrawal facility has historically been used to provide a cascade surge volume
and to compress and condense UF6 tails material to permit withdrawal into UF6 cylinders. The
facility is also routinely used to re-tare new and washed cylinders. Although not frequently
performed, the C-315 facility may be used to support vapor transfer of UF6 directly from a feed
facility vaporizer.

Due to the decision to shut down the enrichment cascade in May 2013, the plant was making
preparations to start vapor phase transfers from feed facility C-333A to C-315. Vapor transfer
operations are needed to transfer UF6 feed from 48G cylinders that cannot be shipped
domestically without an overpack and are not widely used in the enrichment industry. The UF6
is being transferred to 48Y thick-walled cylinders which can be shipped anywhere and are the
current industry standard for feed.

Event Description:

The first group of cylinders to be used for vapor transfer was four cylinders that were new and
had never contained UF6 and two cylinders that were new in appearance but were partially filled
with UF6. The Product Withdrawal Section Manager had been notified the two partially filled
cylinders might not pass the required pressure test and would need to be evacuated to a cylinder
pressure of 28 to 30 inches of mercury vacuum. Neither the operator involved in the event nor
his immediate supervisor was aware of the plans to receive and complete the fill operation of the
two partially filled cylinders.

The six cylinders to be processed were delivered using two separate Nuclear Material Transfer
(NMT) Forms because the cylinders came from two different cylinder yards. The first form
included three cylinders assigned material type 097 and the Material Description Block stating
"TO ESTABLISH NEW TARE". The second form contained one cylinder assigned material
type 097 and two cylinders assigned material type 002. The second form's Material Description
Block stated "FILL/ESTABLISH NEW TARE." The operator saw the description to establish
new tare on the first form, but assumed the description applied to all six cylinders. The operator
obtained the procedure CP4-CO-CN2012, "OPERATION OF THE C-315 SURGE AND TAILS
SYSTEM," and six copies of the Cylinder Tare Weight Record Form in preparation for
establishing the tare weight of the six cylinders. Although the operator transferred the six
cylinder numbers from the NMT forms to their respective Cylinder Tare Weight Record form,
the operator failed to look at the second NMT form when performing step 8.11.3 of the above
procedure that required the operator to "Ensure cylinder is Material Type 97 (NEW/WASHED
USEC OWNED CONTAINERS)."

Following verification of the internal pressure of the six cylinders, two cylinders were found not
to meet the pressure acceptance criteria and were required to be evacuated per step 8.11.9 of the
above procedure at the jet station. Unfortunately, both cylinders were assigned the 002 material
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type containing UF6. Both cylinders were connected to the jet station and evacuation was begun
on one of the cylinders. The jet station is not equipped with traps or UF6 detection because it is
intended to be used to evacuate only new and washed cylinders. The operator began the jetting
and proceeded to the C-315 tails withdrawal room.

Approximately four minutes later the second operator noticed a haze east of the C-315 facility
and jet station. The Product Withdrawal Section Manager, in the area for another purpose, and
the operators investigated. The Product Withdrawal Section Manager informed the operators
that two of the cylinders contained UF6 and instructed the operators to return to the control
room. The operators closed the cylinder valve stopping the release, closed the jet station valves,
and returned to the control room.

Radiological Investigation:

When the Product Withdrawal Section Manager notified the building shift Front Line Manager
(FLM) of the release, USEC responded to the release using procedure CP4-CO-CE5017a, "UF6
Release in C-310, C-310A, C-315, C-333A, C-337A or C-360." The shift FLM notified the
Plant Shift Superintendent (PSS). Following notification and observation of a live video feed of
the area into the C-300 Central Control Facility, the PSS noted the release had been stopped.
Based on no indication of an ongoing release, the Emergency Squad was not called out. The
PSS responded to the area of C-315 as the Incident Commander (IC). A Security Police Officer
was instructed to keep traffic out of the area. Observation of the area by the IC saw no further
visual evidence of a release. Using Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) gas detector tubes, the IC sampled
his way into the area of the jet station and cylinders and found no indication of elevated HF gas.
Health Physics surveyed the C-315 area and above the canopy where the Jet Station release
occurred. No detectable levels of radioactive contamination were found in the cylinder yard or
above the canopy below the release point. An air sampler located in the C-3 15 cylinder yard was
reviewed and determined not to exceed any action level.

Approximately two hours after the release, a video recording of the C-3 15 area revealed the
release duration was approximately five minutes.

Radiological surveys performed by Los Alamos Technical Associates (LATA) Environmental
Services of Kentucky, a DOE contractor in an adjacent DOE area, including ground, equipment,
and air sample data, revealed no surface contamination or airborne concentrations of
significance. Bioassay samples were submitted by nine USEC personnel, eight LATA personnel
and a vendor working for LATA. Seven results were found above the USEC recall level of 5
[tg/L uranium. Recall sample results were below recall level in each case. No uptake was above
the restriction action level of 300 [tg/L uranium. The uptake resulting from the highest sample
result (14 [tg/L uranium) was calculated to be less than I mg with the associated dose being less
than 1 mrem. The NRC limit (for chemical toxicity) for an intake of soluble uranium is 10
mg/week. The NRC limit for internal radiation exposure is 5,000 torero/year. Therefore, the
bioassay samples demonstrate exposure to personnel was well below the NRC regulatory
requirements.
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Additional Investigation Results:

A team was established to evaluate this significant condition adverse to quality and the results of
their findings are addressed in the PGDP Corrective Action Program. These results include
enhancements to related procedures, and management oversight.

II. Corrective Actions Taken

1. The C-315 Jet Station was taken out of service on June 28, 2013, until corrective
actions are complete for procedure CP4-CO-CN2012.

2. A similar operation was taken out of service on July 23, 2013 in the building C-
400 Chemical Operations facility for the cylinder wash cylinder drying stand/jet
station. Sufficient procedure controls were determined in place in the relevant
procedures to prevent a similar event.

3. The Operations Functional Organization Manager sent an e-mail on July 3, 2013
to the Operations group managers stating that the daily 1445 meeting should
include discussions of change management. In addition, the Operations Manager
discussed the need for change management in the 0630 and 1445 planning
meetings and the Plant Manager's staff meeting.

4. The Operations Functional Organization Manager issued on July 30, 2013 a Stand
Down to reinforce expectations for procedure use and for stopping when faced
with uncertainty no matter what task is being performed.

III. Corrective Actions to Be Taken

1 Operating procedures for C-315 shall be reviewed and revised to identify safety
significant or otherwise high consequence activities and to ensure adequate
measures are in place to prevent evacuation of a cylinder containing UF6 by
October 28, 2013.

2. Revise CP4-CO-CN2012 by October 18, 2013, to ensure appropriate checks are
incorporated for evacuating cylinders at the jet station.

IV. Date of Full Compliance

Full compliance was achieved on June 28, 2013, when the C-315 Jet Station was taken out of
service.
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List of Commitments
Reply to Notice of Violations (NOV) 2013-003-01

1. Operating procedures for C-315 shall be reviewed and revised to identify safety
significant or otherwise high consequence activities and to ensure adequate measures are
in place to prevent evacuation of a cylinder containing UF6 by October 28, 2013.

2. Revise CP4-CO-CN2012 by October 18, 2013, to ensure appropriate checks are
incorporated for evacuating cylinders at the jet station.


